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SUMMARY
A survey of experimental
shock-induced separation of a
Mach numbers of approximately
static-pressure-rise ratio of
interacting with the boundary

data at supersonic speed indicates that
turbulent boundary layer will result for
1.33 or greater when a theoretical stream
approximately 1.89 occurs across a shook
layer. The significance of this tentative

criterion for turbulent-boundary-layer separation is discussed with
respect to the design of supersonic diffusers.

INTRODUCTION
In supersonic flow, shock waves often create adverse pressure
gradients far in excess of those encountered in subsonic flow. Whenever
an adverse pressure gradient exists in the presence of a boundary layer,
some of the boundary-layer air may have insufficient mcmentum to penetrate the higher pressure region (even with mixing), and thus a reverse
flow and a region of boundary-layer separation may develop along the
surface. One cause of separation is a strong shock interacting with a
boundary layer.
Therefore, it may be possible to deduce an empirical
criterion for boundary separation from a study of shocks interacting
with the boundary layer.
Three basic types of shock interacting with the boundary layer have
been discussed in references I and 2 and are shown in figure 1. The
normal shock (fig. l(a)) occurs at Mach numbers below approximately
1.3 and is usually straight and normal to the flow. No separation appears
to follow a normal shock. The curved shock (fig. l(b)) changes inclination continuously with increasing distance from the wall. Separation
usually occurs behind a curved shock, but there is also a strong tendency toward reattachment, The branched shock (fig. l(c)) starts out
as an oblique shock and is characterized by a discontinuous change in
angle at some distance from the surface. Separation behind a branched
shock is extensive in nature and shows little tendency to reattach.
Thus the existence of the branched-shock pattern at the boundary layer
may be used as an indication of shock-induced separation.
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The results of theoretical analyses of the branched-shock phenomena
are presented in references 1 to 3.
In these analyses the effect of the
boundary layer was neglected. By assuming the sum of the deflections of
streamlines through shocks a and b of figure l(c) to be equal to the
deflection through shock c, and by assuming the product of the pressure
ratios across a and b to be equal to the pressure ratio across c, Weise
(ref. 3) related the shock configuration to the Mach number. For any
given Mach number above 1.24, branched shocks are possible; the exact
configuration is dependent upon any one of the deflections a, b, or c
in the system. The action of the boundary layer is apparently the determining factor in the orientation of the branched shock and concomitant

separation.
Experimental reports on linear expansion nozzles (ref. 4 and unavailable reports) indicated that when a boundary layer was present the
branched shock occurred for Mach numbers greater than about 1.35 to 1.4,
depending upon the nozzle expansion angle. For Mach numbers less than
these, a normal shock without separation was observed. Therefore, it
appears that the existence of boundary-layer separation is dependent upon
the stream static-pressure-rise ratio.
The work reported in reierence 4 is for turbulent boundary layers.
From the results of reference 5, a marked difference in the type of
separation and point of separation should be expected between turbulent
and laminar boundary layers. Inasmuch as turbulent mixing is much more
effective than molecular mixing in transferring momentum within a
boundary layer, separation would be expected for a laminar boundary
layer for smaller values of pressure rise than that required for a turbulent boundary layer. Extension of Gruschwitz calculations to cover
separation in transonic flow with shocks is included in reference 6. A
more complete discussion of separation is given in reference 7.
In the absence of a theoretizal explanation of shock-induced separation of a turbulent boundary layer, an engineering criterion obtained
from a survey of experimental data has been deduced. This report presents the tentative criterion, which relates separation or nonseparation
of the boundary layer to the theoretical static-pressure-rise ratio
across an imposed shock. The significance of the criterion is discussed
with regard to supersonic diffusers for ram-Jet and turbojet engine

application.
The criterion iresented in this report was developed at the NACA
Lewis laboratory in 1951, but publication was withheld at that time because of parallel studies presented in reference 8. The informatign
contained in reference 8 has since been superseded by reference 9.
The recent work of reference 10, which includes different criteria
for predicting shock-induced boundary-layer separation from those of
reference 9, supports the conclusions presented herein. Release
of this paper in substantially the original form is, therefore,
considered appropriate.
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DISCUSSION
In this report separation was distinguished by the presence of a
branched shock. Separation was most easily recognized from a schlieren
or interferometer photograph, but velocity and total-pressure profiles
and static pressures in the region of the boundary layer were also useful. Most of the data presented (refs. 11 to 14) were obtained from
studies on supersonic diffuser inlets. Investigation of these inlets
over a range of stream Mach numbers provides a convenient method of

Lstudying
Dlayer.

the interaction of shocks of varying strength upon the boundary
The first inlets studied were of the two-dimensional ramp type
where the angle 'k which the ramp makes with the free stream adequately
describes the inlet for this study. For a given free-stream Mach number,
a theoretical static-pressure-rise ratio across the normal shock may be
obtained for any given ramp angle. The theoretical curves of figure 2
relate the ramp angle and the free-stream Mach number to various values
of static-pressure rise across the normal shock. In the Mach number
range from 1.0 to 2.0, a value of theoretical static-pressure-rise ratio
of approximately 1.89 appears to define the regions of separation and no
separation on the basis of the data presented in figure 2.
A plot similar to figure 2 was made for a conical three-dimensional
diffuser inlet (see fig. 3).
In this case, the static-pressure-rise
ratio is based on the theoretical nonviscous cone surface Mach number.
Again from the data of figure 3, a theoretical static-pressure-rise
ratio across the normal shock of 1.89 appears to define the separation
and nonseparation regions in the Mach number range from 1 to 3.

'
*ence

When the normal shock occurs at Mach numbers less than approximately
1.33, a curved shock instead of a normal (see fig. 1) was sometimes
observed to interact with the boundary layer, particularly for low values
of Reynolds number. An example of the curved shock changing to a branched
shock is shown in the schlieren photographs (fig. 4) of points A, B, and
C of figure 2. Most of the data shown in figure 2 were obtained during
an investigation of side inlets which has been reported in part in refer14. The Reynolds number in the region of the normal shock for these
inlets is 900,000 based upon the distance from the leading edge to the
shock. It should be noted that the inlet ramp was located immediately
adjacent to the turbulent boundary layer of the body (Reynolds number,
29,000,000).
It is therefore very likely that transition has been forced
on the ramp inlet by the outer extremities of the body boundary layer,
even though the Reynolds number at the normal shock is only 900,000.
That the value of static-pressure-rise ratio appears to be a useful
correlating parameter for separation is better illustrated in figure 5.
The data from figures 2 and 3 are replotted to show the variation of Mach
number ahead of a normal shock and the theoretical static-pressure-rise
ratio across that shock. The data presented cover a Reynolds number
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range from 900,000 to 5,000,000 based on the length of wetted surface
ahead of the shock. It is clear from the figure that occurrence of a
normal shock at a local Mach number of 1.33 or greater is a good engineering rule for the prediction of the occurrence of separation on the

compression surface of two- and three-dimensional supersonic inlets.
In many experimentel studies of supersonic inlets (refs. 13 and 15,
e.g.), separation of the flow on conical centerbodies has been indicated
as a source of instability in the inlet. The presence of a separated
boundary layer has also been found to be the cause of large losses in

pressure in the subsonic diffuser. If the supersonic inlet can be
designed, therefore, so as to provide a supersonic region of Mach number
less than 1.33 in which to position the normal shock, no separation
should occur in this region. A similar empirical criterion for the
design of conical supersonic diffusers to avoid separation (ref. 16)
recomnends that the cone surface Mach number at the inlet not exceed 1.3.
In the case of inlets having one oblique shock and one normal shock
with no internal compression, a large enough compression can be obtained
across the oblique shock to limit the Mach number behind it to a value
less than 1.33. The effect of this limitation on the theoretical pressure recovery obtained by neglecting the subsonic losses is shown for
ramp-type two-dimensional inlets and conical three-dimensional inlets
at various free-stream Mach numbers in figure 6. In the Mach number
range from 1.5 to 2.0, the inlets may be designed for near-maximum pressure recoveries and still not encounter boundary-layer separation.
Above a Mach number of approximately 2, the initial compression required
to avoid separation is larger than the optimum for pressure recovery.
It is to be expected that a shock of a given strength interacting
with a turbulent boundary layer would have the same effect whether it
be induced by a blunt body or a supersonic diffuser inlet. Results of
several blunt-body investigations are presented in references 17 to 19.
The shock angles were computed from static-pressure measurements and
did not agree with the measured shock angles. Inasmuch as the actual
shock angles are the basis for the separation criterion, the measured
shock angles obtained from the data reported in references 17 to 19 were
used to compute the theoretical static-pressure-rise ratio reported
herein (see fig. 5). These data show remarkable agreement writh the
value of 1.89 determined from the supersonic-diffuser data. It appears,
therefore, that while the measured static-pressure-rise ratio in the
boundary layer required for shock-induced separation may varyj the
presence of separation is evidenced by a theoretical static-pressurerise ratio of 1.89 across the shock.
Another simple criterion for shock-induced turbulent separation

has been suggested by Nitzberg and Crandall (ref. 20).

From a survey

of many calculations applying the Gruschwitz method to subsonic airfoils
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they found that as a first approximation the relation
was valid.

Useparatio n

kuinitial

)

1

They suggest that this relation might also apply across

This relation, when rewritten
"behind shock
2
(Uahead of shock
in terms of static-pressure-rise ratio, gives essentially 1.89, the
criterion of this report. Additional airfoil data reported in reference
18 indicated that the shock-stall Mach number (stream Mach number at
a large degree of boundary-layer separation occurs) was observed
when local Mach numbers on the wing approached 1.33.
shocks, giving

Cwhich

For convenience in predicting shock-induced separation for the case
shocks, theoretical flow deflections and shock angles in twooblique
of
dimensional flow that give a static-pressure-rise ratio of 1.89 are shown
as a function of Mach number in figure 7. The amount of deflection possible without causing separation increases rapidly with increasing Mach
number and reaches a maximum of 130 at a Mach number of 1.8. Above a
Mach number of 1.8, a gradual decrease in the permissible flow deflection
angle to avoid separation occurs.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
From a survey of experimental supersonic flow data reported from
varied sources, the following results were obtained:
1. Shock-induced separation of a turbulent boundary layer resulted
for Mach numbers of approximately 1.33 or greater when a theoretical
stream static-pressure-rise ratio of approximately 1.89 occurred across
a shock interacting with the boundary layer.
2. Single oblique-shock supersonic inlets designed to prevent flow
separation at the intersection of the normal shock and the boundary layer
could obtain approximately the maximum pressure recovery for free-stream
Mach numbers up to approximately 2.0. Above a Mach number of 2.0,
optimum pressure recoveries will not be obtained if separation is to be
avoided.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, January 24, 1954
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(a) Normal shock.

(b) Curved shock.
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(c) Branched shock.

Figure 1.

-

Types of shock interacting with boundary layer in
supersonic flow (refs. 1 and 2).
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(a) Curved shock; Mach number, 1.69; Point A
of figure 2.

(b)Branched~ shock; Mach number, 1.57, point B
of figure 2.

*

C.2sAo
ko) Branched shook; Mach number, 1.83; point C
of figure 2.
Figure 4.

-Shock

patterns on 60 ramp.

Two-dimensional inlet.
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pressure recovery for various two- and three-dimensional
inlets.

Ratio of specific heats, 1.4.
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